Webinar: Post-Globalization Supply Chain Movement Project
Thursday, Dec 10 from 5-6 pm PST

Sign Up Here!

Project PGM (Post-Globalization Movement) is an industry research project that combines the intellectual powerhouse of research faculty, graduate students, and industry experts to envision the Global Value Supply Chain’s future.

The student team will present their research findings from 5-5:45 followed by a 15 minute Q&A session.

This project is managed by a diverse group of interdisciplinary UCSD students: (Pictured in order below) Marina Shimizu, Daniel Henderson, Lorena Arellano, Avinav Kartikay, and Ying Zeng from Rady School of Management, and Ethan Roseman from the School of Global Policy and Strategy.

This presentation will detail how students utilize the newly developed "Five-Dimensional Model" to analyze four countries' (US, Mexico, India and China) competitiveness, assess the COVID-19 effect, anticipate challenges of foreign trade policies and outline rebalancing options.
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